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Telling Political Lives 2008-06-24 this book investigates the autobiographical writings of
barbara jordan patricia schroeder geraldine ferraro elizabeth dole wilma mankiller hillary rodham
clinton madeleine albright and christine todd whitman these eight women represent the diversity
that permeates the cultural backgrounds life adventures and ideologies women bring to the
political table from differences in race class and geographic location to variations in personal
and family experiences religious beliefs and political ideology these women illustrate many of
the divergent standpoints from which women craft their lives in the united states each essay
focuses on the autobiographical text as political discourse and therefore as an appropriate site
for the rhetorical construction of a personal and civic self situated within local and national
political communities the collection examines issues such as the intersection between the
politicization of the private and the personalization of the public evident in the women s
narratives the description of u s politics the women provide in their writings the ways in which
the women s personal stories craft arguments about their political ideologies the strategies
these women leaders employ in navigating the gendered double binds of politics and the manner in
which the women s discourse serves to encourage instruct and empower future women leaders the
analyses embody and explicate the political and rhetorical strategies these leaders employ in
their efforts to act on their convictions highlight the need for and reality of women s
involvement in all levels of politics and serve as an impetus and inspiration for scholars and
activists alike
The Praeger Handbook of Latino Education in the U.S. 2006-11-30 latinos in the united states have
fought hard to attain equality especially in the field of education the praeger handbook of
latino education in the u s focuses on this fight for equal educational access and represents a
significant addition to american educational literature the contributors to this volume reveal
that many latino children still face challenges that were present many decades ago in addition to
such obstacles as cultural conflicts and racism they also face teachers curricula and assessments
that are not always respectful to their backgrounds educators parents policy makers and
communities across the country will find this work a goldmine of detailed historical and current
information
Ibss: Political Science: 1994 1995-12-08 the ibss is the essential tool for librarians university
departments research institutions and any public or private institution whose work requires
access to up to date and comprehensive knowledge of the social sciences
The Praeger International Collection on Addictions 2009-04-30 only the very rare among us are
completely unscathed by the effects of addiction our own that of a family member friend or
coworker even the addictions of strangers from the drunk driver or drug addict to gambling food
spending or violence addicted people may subject us to dangers threaten our well being and drain
money from our pockets recent national estimates in just the us show that substance abuse and
addiction alone cost taxpayers a total of nearly 500 billion a year in these volumes experts from
around the world present the newest issues research and insights into addictions of all kinds led
by angela browne miller director of the metaxis compulsive and habitual behaviors institute in
california this team of contributors includes scholars and practitioners from the united states
canada the united kingdom sweden thailand africa and russia topics range from drug addiction
among male female teen and aging populations and among white hispanic black asian native american
and other groups using liquor cocaine methamphetamine khat and or other lesser known drugs to
behavioral addictions including online gaming excessive buying and eating disorders chapters also
address issues including addiction as a public health problem and the politics of drug treatment
policies treatment methods for addictions from electrotherapy to holistic approaches are
addressed as are spiritual psychological and cross cultural issues involved the experts behind
these chapters include those from the university of california berkeley johns hopkins school of
medicine and purdue university to mcgill university nottingham trent university and the all india
institute of medical sciences
The Praeger Handbook of Faith-Based Schools in the United States, K–12 2012-08-06 exploring a
subject that is as important as it is divisive this two volume work offers the first current
definitive work on the intricacies and issues relative to america s faith based schools the
praeger handbook of faith based schools in the united states k 12 is an indispensable study at a
time when american education is increasingly considered through the lenses of race ethnicity
gender and social class with contributions from an impressive array of experts the two volume
work provides a historical overview of faith based schooling in the united states as well as a
comprehensive treatment of each current faith based school tradition in the nation the first
volume examines three types of faith based schools protestant schools jewish schools and
evangelical protestant homeschooling the second volume focuses on catholic muslim and orthodox
schools and addresses critical issues common to faith based schools among them state and federal
regulation and school choice as well as ethnic cultural confessional and practical factors
perhaps most importantly for those concerned with the questions and controversies that abound in
u s education the handbook grapples with outcomes of faith based schooling and with the choices
parents face as they consider educational options for their children
Seeing Spots 1999-07-30 benoit provides a comprehensive analysis of presidential television spots
from every campaign that used this important message form from the 1952 campaign through the last
national campaign in 1996 more than 1 600 presidential spots are analyzed from both primary and
general campaigns republican democratic and third party candidate advertisements are analyzed he
uses the functional theory of political campaign discourse analyzing themes in spots as acclaims
self praise attacks criticism and defenses responses to attacks themes are classified according
to topic each of these topics is broken down further policy past deeds future plans general goals
character personal qualities leadership ability ideals contrasts are made between spots from
republicans and democrats as well as third parties incumbents and challengers and winners and
losers the spots from candidates who led trailed or were in close races also are contrasted spots
are becoming more negative over time benoit concludes in both primary and general campaigns
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general campaigns are more negative than primary campaigns democrats are more negative than
republicans and challengers are more negative than incumbents there are no differences between
winners and losers however candidates who trailed throughout the campaign were most negative
while candidates in close races were most positive an important analysis for scholars and
researchers in political communication and american presidential politics
The Praeger Handbook of Social Justice and Psychology 2014-07-23 by introducing and explaining
the intersection of two exciting and important areas of study this landmark work unleashes their
potential to address some of the most complex and globally relevant challenges of our time in
this unique handbook experts team up to explain the many innovative ways psychology is being
applied to promote social justice the wide ranging three volume work addresses such significant
issues as social justice ideology and critical psychology war and trauma poverty and classism
environmental justice and well being and suffering it showcases approaches for integrating social
justice into psychology and it examines psychology s application of social justice within special
populations such as sexual minorities youth women disabled persons prisoners older adults people
of color and many others chapter authors represent a diversity of perspectives making the
handbook an ideal resource for those who want information on a specific concern as well as for
those looking for an introduction to the subject as a whole combining the practical with the
theoretical the work provides culturally sensitive tools that can effectively combat injustices
locally and globally
The Praeger Handbook of Media Literacy 2013-11-26 this groundbreaking two volume set provides
readers with the information they need to grasp new developments in the swiftly evolving field of
media literacy the united nations educational scientific and cultural organization unesco
proclaimed media literacy a fundamental human right how fitting that there is finally a
definitive handbook to help students and the general public alike become better informed more
critical consumers of mass media in these a z volumes readers can learn about methodologies and
assessment strategies get information about sectors such as community media and media activism
and explore areas of study such as journalism advertising and political communications the rapid
evolution of media systems particularly digital media is emphasized and writings by notable media
literacy scholars are included in addition to providing a wide range of qualitative approaches to
media literacy analysis the handbook also offers a wealth of media literacy resources these
include lists of media literacy organizations and national media literacy programs plus relevant
books websites videos and articles
Quick Bibliography Series 1976 most americans know very little about native america for many most
of their knowledge comes from an amalgam of three sources a barely remembered required history
class in elementary school hollywood movies and debates in the news media over casinos or sports
mascots this two volume set deals with these issues as well as with more important topics of
concern to the future of native americans including their health their environment their cultural
heritage their rights and their economic sustainability this two volume set is one of few guides
to native american revival in our time it includes detailed descriptions of efforts throughout
north america regarding recovery of languages trust funds economic base legal infrastructure and
agricultural systems the set also includes personal profiles of individuals who have sparked
renewal from sheila watt cloutier a leader among the inuit whose people deal with toxic chemicals
and global warming to ernest benedict and ray fadden who brought pride to mohawk children long
before the idea was popular also included are descriptions of struggles over indian mascots
establishment of multicultural urban centers and ravages of uranium mining among the navajo the
set ends with a detailed development of contemporary themes in native humor as a coping mechanism
delving occasionally into historical context this set includes valuable background information on
present day controversies that are often neglected by the news media for example the current
struggles to recover native american trust funds and languages both emerged from a cradle to
grave control system developed by the u s and canadian governments these efforts are part of a
much broader native american effort to recover from pervasive poverty and reassert native
american economic independence is gambling an answer to poverty the new buffalo as some native
americans have called it the largest native american casino to date has been the pequots foxwoods
near ledyard connecticut in other places such as the new york oneidas lands in upstate new york
gambling has provided an enriched upper class the means to hire police to force anti gambling
traditionalists from their homes among the mohawks at akwesasne people have died over the issue
this two volume set brings together all of these struggles with the attention to detail they have
always deserved and rarely received
The Praeger Handbook on Contemporary Issues in Native America 2007-04-30 this work is the first
interdisciplinary compilation of entries related to the crime victim to encompass the breadth of
the 70 year old discipline of victimology the praeger handbook of victimology is the first full
scale reference to encompass the full scope of the discipline of victim studies marking its
evolution from an initial focus on homicide child abuse sexual assault and domestic violence to a
more wide ranging modern interpretation that includes hate crimes terrorism and cyber crimes such
as online bullying stalking and identity theft the praeger handbook of victimology offers an up
to date portrait of its field including the latest research from criminal justice studies
feminist studies and other disciplines as well as the changing views of the victim from law
enforcement and the public at large the nearly 200 alphabetically organized entries cover
everything from terminology unique to the field to victimizations relative to specific crimes to
the extension of crime victim rights and victim interactions with the criminal justice system
victims advocates legal professionals students researchers or anyone fascinated by the impact of
crime on society will find this a uniquely informative resource
The Praeger Handbook of Victimology 2009-08-25 written by internationally acclaimed experts in
the united states and abroad this comprehensive set of environmental health articles serves to
clarify our impending challenges as well as opportunities for health and wellness written in an
accessible style that is appropriate for general readers as well as professionals in the
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environmental health field this work provides a comprehensive yet coherent review of the
principal environmental challenges that confront our society this four volume work taps a
multidisciplinary team of experts from across the nation to present emerging information about
how our world is being impacted the effects on health and life and the steps we are taking and
should take to correct or avoid the problems the praeger handbook of environmental health
comprises four volumes foundations of the field agents of disease water air and solid waste and
current issues and emerging debates within each volume chapters cover the latest scientific
research findings in an objective manner and present practical applications of the information
topics addressed include air and water contaminants pcbs hazardous waste household cleaning
products dioxin plastics radiation radon electromagnetic fields and noise and light pollution
just to name a few this title stands alone in its comprehensive coverage of environmental health
topics
The Praeger Handbook of Environmental Health 2012-04-23 ten commandments displays prayer at
football games bible in the curriculum vouchers for tuition at religious schools pledge of
allegiance wall of separation between church and state among other hot button issues at the
intersection of religion and education generate a great deal of heat but often light is sorely
lacking the praeger handbook of religion and education in the united states provides a unique
source of light to educators religious leaders journalists policy makers parents and the general
public as well as a useful resource for scholars interested in the impact of religion on the
origins development and current shape of the american educational landscape following an
introductory essay that surveys the relationship of religion to elementary and secondary
education from the 1600s to the present this set offers 175 entries written by more than 40
scholars with national reputations that cover a wide range of topics related to religion and
education both in the past and the present these jargon free entries are cross referenced and
provide suggestions for further reading readers who want to know what is behind the heat in
current debates will find entries on united states supreme court decisions on religion and
education current controversies regarding religion in the public schools religious legal and
educational associations involved in these controversies religion and the curriculum religious
schools individuals and movements that have affected the role of religion in education and
religion and education developments in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries this one of a kind
set also includes a convenient table summarizing all of the religious liberty decisions of the
supreme court from 1815 to the present
The Praeger Handbook of Religion and Education in the United States [2 volumes] 2009-03-05 grants
are available from thousands of sources both private and public to the grantseeker however this
wealth of sources appears like an impenetrable jungle where are the grants i need and what do i
need to do to submit my ideas and proposals this book is designed to answer these questions by
aiming the grantseeker to both the grant givers and by providing a bibliography of book for
further research
Grants 2007 cognition mind counseling psychology lesson plans learning styles and vygotsky are
just a few of the many subjects discussed in this exciting work educators students counselors
parents and others will find new understanding as they read and browse how does the immigrant
experience affect student outcomes what are the effects of poverty on standardized testing how
can a teacher or parent develop study skills in the special needs learner what is the effect of
the school environment on students what are the larger issues at work in educating students of
diverse races cultures and classes this work a rethinking of school psychology will be an
essential resource for anyone who is interested in teaching and learning it combines effective
traditional knowledge with contemporary insights into the nature of today s schools and students
The Praeger Handbook of Education and Psychology 2006-12-30 this expansive three volume set
addresses the complexities of interconnectivity therapeutic capacity and the competencies needed
in order to provide sophisticated and integrated community mental health care both in the united
states and within a global community the praeger handbook of community mental health practice
provides an essential framework that will serve university educators students new practitioners
and experienced therapists alike as they adapt to new approaches to community mental health and
respond to changing laws governing mental health provision across state national and global
levels volume one considers the structures challenges and expectations of community mental health
familiarizing readers with key issues such as service delivery funding and key models of
intervention and care volume two provides an in depth exploration of the specific issues of
working with populations that participate in and benefit from community mental health services
including addiction school based services juvenile and adult justice and veteran s services in
volume three the contributors address specific needs considerations and concerns relevant to
working in the global community including disaster services trauma working with children and
providing training in international settings
The Praeger Handbook of Community Mental Health Practice 2013-02-20 first multi year cumulation
covers six years 1965 70
Science and Medicine in Dialogue 2005 in a comparison of communication in the u s presidential
primaries of the twentieth century kendall examines the role of the candidates and the media
during the period of primary elections drawing upon information from a broad array of sources
kendall uncovers communication patterns that transcend time regarding political image horse race
coverage and negative campaigning she takes a strong communication perspective arguing that the
verbal context of the presidential primaries is an important factor overlooked in traditional
studies topics covered include the effect of party rules on communication the role of speeches
and debates the role of political advertising and the media s construction of the primaries in
the pre television era and the age of television kendall examines the 1996 primaries in light of
patterns discovered in earlier years and she makes predictions and recommendations regarding the
2000 primaries with its century wide scope and the variety of research methods used the book will
be of considerable value to researchers scholars journalists and students involved with political
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communication and american presidential elections
Titles in Series 1964 from his 1952 short story roog to the novels the divine invasion and valis
few authors have had as great of an impact in the latter half of the 20th century as philip k
dick in the postmodern humanism of philip k dick jason vest explores the work of this prolific
subversive and mordantly funny science fiction writer he examines how dick adapted the
conventions of science fiction and postmodernism to reflect humanist concerns about the
difficulties of maintaining identity agency and autonomy in the latter half of the 20th century
in addition to an extensive analysis of the novel now wait for last year vest makes
intellectually provocative comparisons between dick and the works of franz kafka jorge luis
borges and italo calvino he offers a detailed examination of dick s literary relationship to all
three authors illuminating similarities between dick and kafka that have not previously been
discussed as well as similarities between dick and borges that scholars frequently note but fail
to explore in detail like kafka borges and calvino dick employs fantastic unreal and visionary
fiction to reflect the disruptions dislocations and depressing realities of twentieth century
life by comparing him to these other writers vest demonstrates that dick s fiction is a
fascinating barometer of postmodern american life even as it participates in an international
tradition of visionary literature
Current Catalog 1993 it doesn t make sense to treat dan s bleeding ulcer without attention to the
depression that spurs him to drink alcohol excessively which contributes to ulcer development nor
is it prudent to ignore nancy s anxiety that prevents her following through on chemotherapy for
breast cancer the connections are obvious yet today connecting treatments for mind and body is a
rare occurrence mental health and substance abuse disorder assessments and interventions are
separated by the payment mechanics of health plans which encourage independent delivery of
services dr kathol a veteran internist and psychiatrist shows the physical emotional social
economic and legal effects of what he calls headless health care he illustrates with patient
stories the profound impact that emotional issues and or psychiatric disorders have on physical
health and conversely the impact medical illness has on mental health this book begins with
stories of real patients suffering with concurrent behavioral and physical disorders who are
forced to navigate a health care system that fosters what kathol calls inferior care escalating
the costs and perpetuating personal impairment he calls for health system reorganization wherein
behavioral health becomes an integral part of physical health integrated health care
Communication in the Presidential Primaries 2000-01-30 maintaining that urban teaching and
learning is characterized by many contradictions this work proposes that there is a wide range of
social cultural psychological and pedagogical knowledge urban educators must possess in order to
engage in effective and transformative practice it is necessary for those teaching in urban
schools to be scholar practitioners rather than bureaucrats who can only follow rather than
analyze understand and create ten major sections cover the myriad issues of urban education as it
exists today
The Postmodern Humanism of Philip K. Dick 2009-02-17 written by experts in psycho oncology this
book synthesizes the findings of the latest research on women s cancers to empower women to make
informed choices about treatment options each year hundreds of thousands of women are diagnosed
with cancer in the united states alone the total number affected is larger still comprising
siblings parents partners and children of these women in this single volume work an international
team of experts address the physical medical and psychological matters that are triggered by a
diagnosis of having a form of women s cancer breast cervical endometrial gestational ovarian
uterine vaginal and vulvar being some of the more common the handbook examines and explains each
type of women s cancer covering the specifics of incidence diagnosis treatment options and more
providing an up to date guide for women and their families to assist in making informed choices
about their treatment options the book includes personal accounts from women who survived cancers
and beat their emotional challenges addresses myths versus realities regarding women s cancers
and covers relevant related topics such as race sexual orientation religion and cancer coping
special attention is given to the impact of women s cancers on relationships intimacy and body
image as well as psychological factors such as anxiety depression and fear
Healing Body and Mind 2007-03-30 in early christianity many people were inspired to write gospels
treatises letters and stories celebrating the new faith but not all of these writings are found
in the new testament one such story from an unknown author is the coptic gnostic apocalypse of
paul a tale of the apostle paul s ascent to the heavens that was lost for millennia and
rediscovered at nag hammadi in 1945 in flora tells a story michael kaler discusses the apocalypse
of paul and how it was shaped by its literary environment the book takes a behind the scenes look
at early christian literary production analyzing the ways in which various literary traditions
such as apocalyptic writings gnostic thought and understandings of paul influenced the author of
the apocalypse of paul and helped to shape the text it also includes a new annotated english
translation of the apocalypse of paul and a fictional account of how it might have come to be
written this work is the most in depth study of the apocalypse of paul to date and the only full
length discussion of it in english it provides a detailed but accessible account of the literary
environment in which its author worked and integrates this little known work into the broader
stream of early christian writings this book will be of interest to specialists in nag hammadi
and gnostic studies and early christian literature but will also appeal to the general reader
interested in christianity mysticism and gnosticism
The Praeger Handbook of Urban Education 2006-03-30 each of the figures examined in this study
john dee john donne sir kenelm digby henry and thomas vaughan and jane lead is concerned with the
ways in which god can be approached or experienced michael martin analyzes the ways in which the
encounter with god is figured among these early modern writers who inhabit the shared cultural
space of poets and preachers mystics and scientists the three main themes that inform this study
are cura animarum the care of souls and the diminished role of spiritual direction in post
reformation religious life the rise of scientific rationality and the struggle against the
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disappearance of the holy arising from the methods and commitments of phenomenology the primary
mode of inquiry of this study resides in contemplation not in a religious sense but in the realm
of perception attendance and acceptance martin portrays figures such as dee digby and thomas
vaughan not as the eccentrics they are often depicted to have been but rather as participating in
a religious mainstream that had been radically altered by the disappearance of any kind of
mandatory or regular spiritual direction a problem which was further complicated and exacerbated
by the rise of science thus this study contributes to a reconfiguration of our notion of what
religious orthodoxy really meant during the period and calls into question our own assumptions
about what is or was orthodox and heterodox
The Praeger Handbook on Women's Cancers 2014-05-28 george lukas and other leading filmmakers
acknowledge their indebtedness to mythographic scholarship on archetypes in his new study author
rodney farnsworth identifies a pattern of filmmakers obsessions with archetypical rituals
centered on sacrifice and the family in films made between 1977 and 1983 a period of political
upheaval on both sides of the atlantic combining a strong historical reading of the films in a
sociopolitical context and utilizing queer theory as a framework for his arguments farnsworth
offers a close examination of key films of the period including works by stanley kubrick robert
altman and francis ford coppola and provides a fascinating and timely glimpse of an important
political and cinematic time marking the end of a more liberal era the late seventies and early
eighties witnessed the growth of reactionary conservative movements such as the new religious
political right these were the years that gave birth to movies from esoteric art house pictures
to blockbusters such as star wars that seemed in many cases to be adaptations of primordial
mythology subverting liberal to moderate views into reactionary depictions of family life
although filmmakers had turned to these myths to shape their works farnsworth observes the
unstable volatile nature of the archetypes deconstructed their best social intentions into
something rich strange and deadly this thought provoking work will be of interest to students of
social history as well as film studies
Flora Tells a Story 2008-11-05 this book examines the reception of rhetoric and the rhetoric of
reception by considering salient rhetorical traits of rhetorical utterances and texts seen in
context and relating this to different kinds of reception and or audience use and negotiation the
authors explore the connections between rhetoric and reception in our time new media and new
forms of communication make it harder to distinguish between speaker and audience the active
involvement of users and audiences is more important than ever before this project is based on
the premise that rhetorical research should reconsider the understanding conceptualization and
examination of the rhetorical audience from mostly understanding audiences as theoretical
constructions that are examined textually and speculatively the contributors give more attention
to empirical explorations of actual audiences and users the book will provide readers with new
knowledge on the workings of rhetoric as well as illustrative and guiding examples of new methods
of rhetorical studies
Literature and the Encounter with God in Post-Reformation England 2016-05-23 the persuasive
strategies employed by the moral majority in the early 1980s reassured and calmed a segment of
the american population left confused and uncertain by recent national events david snowball
analyzes this powerful movement how its rhetoric energized its supporters the positions it
endorsed and causes it championed and its response to political and media critics by examining
the fundamental messages the tactics used and the personalities involved the study reveals that
while the basic message of the moral majority remained constant its changing popular image and
maturing rhetoric which initially added momentum to its rapid rise may also have been at the root
of its swift decline by the end of the decade while tracing the movement s origins snowball
investigates in depth the american people s reaction to the influence of the moral majority he
subsequently reviews its founding tenets and the language typically used to encourage its
disciples a look at the specific issues which polarized critics and followers exposes the reasons
for the movement s collapse and poses questions regarding its future although the primary focus
of this study is the history of the moral majority the analysis also provides valuable insight
into the nature of the american political system s response to religiously motivated movements in
general
Annual Report and Financial Statement 1894 annually published since 1930 the international
bibliography of historical sciences ibohs is an international bibliography of the most important
historical monographs and periodical articles published throughout the world which deal with
history from the earliest to the most recent times the works are arranged systematically
according to period region or historical discipline and within this classification alphabetically
the bibliography contains a geographical index and indexes of persons and authors
Annual Report and Proceedings of the Belfast Naturalists' Field Club 1894 military economic and
environmental violence in the era of globalization cause immense suffering and may ultimately
threaten the existence of life as we know it but author pilisuk explains that the future can
change if we understand and act upon the roots of violence a professor emeritus of psychology and
human and community development pilisuk explains how most violence is the product of a human
built social order in which some people and institutions control most of the resources make the
decisions that necessitate violence and operate with minimal accountability the common root of
war poverty environmental destruction and other forms of violence is spotlighted such violence
says pilisuk is a natural consequence of a system inordinately influenced by a relatively small
interconnected group of corporate military and government leaders with the power to instill fear
to increase their excessive fortunes and to restrict information particularly about their own
clandestine dealings this text includes scholarship hailing from across disciplines combined with
information from investigative journalism and insights from nonprofit watchdog groups all
shedding light on centralized power and its effects pilisuk presents material including the range
of tactics used to manipulate and destroy adversaries the human capacity to kill as a challenge
and how media is used by powerful groups to manipulate fear and maintain their power here readers
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find solid social science to support what whistleblowers and social critics are observing about a
system that needs change
The Infernal Return 2001-10-30 examines the first eight cinematic adaptations of dick s fiction
in light of their literary sources
Rhetorical Audience Studies and Reception of Rhetoric 2017-11-10
Part Time Farming, Small Farms and Farming in the United States 1993
Continuity and Change in the Rhetoric of the Moral Majority 1991-03-30
2002 2011-07-11
Publishers' Trade List Annual, 1999 1999-09
Who Benefits from Global Violence and War 2007-12-30
Foreign Commerce Weekly 1970
International Commerce 1970
Area Handbook for the People's Republic of China 1972
Criminal Justice 2000: Boundary changes in criminal justice organizations 2000
Future Imperfect 2009-03-01
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